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A BSTRACT
Atherosclerotic plaque is a leading cause of death worldwide. Ultrasound (US)
imaging is a widely-used and popular modality for carotid plaque screening due
to its simplicity and low cost. However, automated diagnosis using 2-D US remains challenging due to the large variability in scanning location and operator
skill. A newly developed technique of Freehand 3-D US (FUS) promises to alleviate this issue by allowing to review the exam independently of the acquisition,
bringing the workflow closer to CT Angiography (CTA) and MR. This not only
reduces the operator dependency but it is also better suited for automated plaque
measurement and characterisation. Furthermore, the examination cost is much reduced compared to other imaging techniques. In this white paper, we present and
evaluate an automatic diagnostic system for carotid plaque risk prediction using
FUS.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the largest cause of death globally, at over 31.3% (McAloon
et al., 2016). Hereby, lower- and middle-income countries feature disproportionally in this statistic
with over 80% of worldwide CVD deaths. CVD in most cases occurs by formation of atherosclerotic
plaques in arteries (Arad et al., 2005). The carotid artery lends itself perfectly to US imaging due to
its easy accesibility.
It was shown that US imaging is an accurate diagnostic tool and may be a potential indicator for
carotid endarterectomy (CAE, Ball et al. (2018)). Accurate risk assessment can prevent unnecessary
surgeries and reduce the cost of healthcare. Unfortunately, 2-D US exams suffer from large operator
dependence and are not appropriate for automated analysis unless a specific standard view is chosen
and one restricts the measurement to simple features such as the Intima Media Thickness (IMT,
Rajasekaran et al. (2019)). Even under these restricting assumptions, it is not possible to assess the
full extent of the plaque, most importantly its volume and the distribution of grey values along the
artery, from 2-D US images.
Currently stenosis examinations and cardiovascular risk predictions are mostly performed using
color and duplex Doppler imaging (Hathout et al., 2005). Instead of the blood flow velocity in a
stenosis our proposal uses a different approach of risk prediction based on carotid plaque volume
and its vulnerability. This method is a trending research topic, as it is assumed that the volume and
consistency of plaque might be a relevant indicator for a stroke risk (Ball et al., 2018).
Attempts at detecting vessels in US images have recently been proposed (Smistad & Løvstakken,
2016). These are however restricted to vessel segmentation and do not perform the clinically relevant
task of plaque segmentation. An attempt at performing fully automatic plaque segmentation from 3D ultrasound images was performed by (Cheng et al., 2013), however the authors used prior contours
given by the media-adventitia or lumen-intima boundaries so their method did not involve detecting
the vessel itself. A system to automatically segment the entire carotid from a FUS was presented in
(de Ruijter et al.). In this paper, however, no diagnostic information was derived from the result.
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Recently, computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) techniques claimed human-level or even superhuman
performance for 3-D volumes in some areas of radiology (see e.g. (De Fauw et al., 2018)). We will
now show how replicating or improving on these efforts for carotid plaque assessment would be of
great benefit.
In this paper, we will propose a system that performs fully-automatic carotid detection with subsequent segmentation of carotid plaque and calculation of a risk prediction measure using FUS.
Furthermore, our system allows the expert to interact with the diagnostic process, correcting mistakes in every step and (optionally) providing diagnostic results with a measure of certainty.

2

F REEHAND 3-D US

Generally, a Freehand 3-D US (FUS) system consists of a low-cost 2-D US system with additional
attached hardware and software. The idea is to capture freehand movement (by a position tracking
system) of a US probe together with the 2-D images acquired along this trajectory (by framegrabber
device). Assuming little patient movement during acquisition, the acquired sets of 2-D images and
position tracking are compounded to a CT/MRI-like 3-D volume that allows visualization as well as
distance and volume measurements in any axis.
The movement tracking information, which consists generally of a translation and a rotation vector
to a reference point for every acquired image frame, can be obtained by using either an optical or
electromagnetic tracking system or by using the information contained in the image itself (Prevost
et al., 2017). The last method is almost as accurate as the previous two with much lower cost, since
there is no need for expensive additional hardware.
FUS provides a lot of the benefits of 3-D volumetric imaging, namely a good overview of the entire
plaque volume, easy reproducibility and suitability for automated processing. Additionally, it allows
remote diagnosis. This may significantly affect the affordability of healthcare in rural areas, as
theoretically no medical expert is needed to acquire a 3-D US scan. Trained staff could perform
the US scanning and diagnosis could be done by medical staff in more developed areas, even in
other countries or continents. This could solve the issue that cardiovascular screening is basically
non-existent in rural areas right now.
The PIUR tUS Infinity system (piur imaging GmbH, Austria) is an example for a low-cost FUS
solution (a low 5-digit Euro amount). It is an extension to 2-D US machines and compatible to any
system that has a digital video output, no matter if it is a portable low-cost or an expensive high-end
scanner. The image quality depends hereby mostly on the quality of the 2-D US images that the
input device provides.

3

AUTOMATED C AROTID R ISK A SSESSMENT W ITH F REEHAND 3-D US

We can summarize the demands on a diagnostic system as follows: (1) risk assessment is accurate
enough to provide a practical benefit to the user; (2) robustness against changes in US equipment and
artefacts; (3) insight into the decision-making; (4) enabling the user to adjust intermediate results.
To address (1), we designed a model that takes advantage of 2-D as well as 3-D information contained in the volume in a way that allows it to be faster than pure 3-D segmentation solutions while
still achieving sufficient segmentation accuracy. Furthermore, we use the plaque normalized Gray
Scale Median (GSM, Sztajzel et al. (2005)) and the Total Plaque Volume (TPV) as our final risk
prediction score. This score was found to be a good predictor of cerebrovascular events. Other indicators, such as the stenosis degree or Total Plaque Risk Score (Prati et al., 2011) could alternatively
be used.
Concerning (2), we note that US images are generally harder to interpret than other modalities due
to speckle noise, loss of contrast with increasing depth and fuzziness of the borders. This may
cause the carotid walls to disappear at some places while it may overemphasize them on others.
Shadowing may cause structures to disappear and may sometimes even be wrongly interpreted as a
vessel. Furthermore, there is a multitude of probes, post-processing methods and user-specific settings available on US machines. We address this by designing a model that increases its robustness
by taking an entire segment of the carotid (instead of individual frames) as input. Furthermore, it
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may optionally present the expert with a distribution of possible outputs instead of a single metric.
We note at this point that volume measurements using FUS may also suffer from patient motion and
breathing artefacts. However, due to the fast scanning procedure, it is possible to acquire the entire
volume on a breathhold, improving the accuracy of the system.
As for (3) and (4), we designed a multi-stage system that bases its decision in each step on the
outputs of the previous stages. Therefore, it not only enables the user insight into every stage but
also to make adjustments along the way. These adjustments may in turn be leveraged to improve the
model itself.

4

F ULLY-AUTOMATED D IAGNOSTIC S YSTEM F OR P LAQUE C LASSIFICATION

Let us now describe the plaque classification framework at the system level. We want to model
the location, segmentation and class of the plaque (asymptomatic or symptomatic) by a multi-stage
model of the form p(t|v) = p(t|s, l, v)p(s|l, v)p(l|v), where t is the normalized GSM of the plaque,
v is the input volume, l is the location of the carotid and s is the (lumen and wall) segmentation. At
this point, let us note that instead of modeling the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate, it is desirable
to compute the MAP estimate by incorporating a prior on the segmentation. This is important since,
as we discussed above, the segmentations in US images are generally fuzzy and we would like
to capture some mean agreement on the segmentation. In addition, we want to make sure that the
model can accurately quantify its confidence in the risk score and segmentation given a certain input.
Given the abovementioned large variance in US image appearance, this makes sure that we do not
overestimate our confidence for an input that is very different to the training dataset.
Although the processing in the model is fully automated in principle, we may give the medical
expert the freedom to adjust the output of every stage and rerun the later stages. This makes sure
that incorrect output by e.g. the first stage does not negatively affect the later stages. Furthermore,
data collected in this way may anonymously be used to retrain any stage of the model by a procedure
such as federated learning.
We will now discuss the three stages of the model in detail.
4.1

F IRST S TAGE : ROBUST 2-D 3-D C AROTID L OCALIZATION

Given an input volume, we first localize the carotid in every transversal frame. Although the carotid
should be localized rather easily in most frames, shadowing and reflection artefacts may obscure it
in others. Furthermore, the low image quality of low-cost US systems may make this task harder.
We try to solve this by using a model similar to Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) in every frame. We
use a segment of N subsequent concatenated slices as the input to the model since often an accurate
segmentation can only be performed looking at multiple slices, even by experienced professionals.
Since usually only one or two carotid branches are present in the volume (before/after the bifurcation), we only consider the top 2 ROIs, ordered by their classification score. Let us note here that it
is also possible to consider the relative position and size of the detected ROIs in subsequent images
to determine a detection confidence score. However, in our experiments, this did not yield superior
results.
4.2

S ECOND S TAGE : P LAQUE S EGMENTATION

Given the output of the first stage, each slice is cropped at the ROI and the plaque is segmented
at the ROI. Since the detected ROI often does not have an exact overlap with the ground-truth
segmentation, we expand each ROI in all directions proportionally to its classification score. For
segmentation, we use the recently introduced probabilistic U-net (Kohl et al., 2018). This model
outputs sampled segmentations from a learned joint posterior distribution. Similarly to the first
stage, we use a whole segment as the input. We also condition the prior on the entire segment,
which makes the prediction more robust. For the output segmentation, we use the MAP estimate
(mean of the variational posterior) of the plaque segmentation. Optionally, we could draw multiple
samples from the posterior proportional to their probability. In that case, the output of this stage
would be a probability map of the segmentation for every pixel (an example of this is shown in
Appendix A).
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Figure 1: Clinical report including risk predicting parameters such as the Total Plaque Volume (TPV)
or volumetric stenosis. The diagram shows computed normalized GSM of the plaque (green), the
volumetric stenosis s = (vw − vl )/vw (red) and the stenotic distribution d = (aw − al )/aw (blue)
along the carotid. vw , vl , aw , al hereby denote the volumes and areas inside the wall and inside the
lumen, respectively.
4.3

T HIRD S TAGE : R ISK P REDICTION

In this stage, the previously calculated segmentation is used to output a final measure of risk. The
prediction step may be trained as a machine learning model if ground-truth data is available, or it
may use a quantity such as the Total Plaque Volume (TPV) or normalized GSM as the risk score.
These quantities can be readily calculated from the segmentation.
In the experiments, we calculate TPV and normalized GSM for the entire carotid. In order to assess
the plaque risk along the carotid, the volume may be divided up into overlapping segments of a
specified length in longitudinal direction. We then calculate the risk score (e.g. normalized GSM)
for every segment.
To provide a confidence measure to the expert, we could also perform the prediction for each segmentation we got in stage two and provide a distribution of the risk prediction score using the
segmentation probability map from stage two.
One could also imagine risk prediction scores taking into account the evolution of the plaque over
a certain timeline. In that case, since the stages in the diagnostic system are largely independent,
outputs of the second stage performed on previously acquired data could easily be incorporated at
this stage.
The values that are calculated may be saved in a medical report (see Figure 1b).

5

E XPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performance of the system, we performed 3 experiments: (1) direct segmentation
without any previous carotid detection (only stage two), (2) trained carotid detection with subsequent
segmentation (stages one and two) and (3) segmentation using ground truth detection to simulate
additional expert input. In all cases, we resized the input images to a resolution of 500 × 500
pixels. Furthermore, all inputs to the segmentation stage in experiments 2 and 3 have been resized
to 128 × 128. Since in most images, the size of the carotid was approximately a fifth of the width
and height of the entire image, the input resolution to both stages has been retained. Segments of
5 slices were used as input to the networks. Since the authors are not aware of any public dataset
for plaque segmentation, the networks were trained and validated on a private dataset of 38 volumes
(28 training, 10 testing) with expert segmentations. In experiment 2, we used the formula e =
30 + 50(1 − p), where p is the ROI classification score, to expand the detected ROIs by e pixels
4
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in all directions. In experiment 3, ROIs were generated on-the-fly from the segmentations. We
measured the DICE score for all volumes using 5-fold cross-validation. To evaluate the third stage,
we chose TPV as a simple risk prediction score.
To calculate the normalized GSM we assume the image intensity range is 0-255. We map the median
of the lumen in the segmented volume to the value 0 and the median of the vessel wall to 190 (Casella
et al., 2015).This makes the process more robust.
We measured the percentual error in TPV on fold 5. Table 1 summarizes the obtained DICE-scores
and TPV errors. Qualitative results as well as a visualization of TPV predictions in different volumes
are presented in Appendix A.
Table 1: DICE scores, ROC AUC, relative TPV error and absolute normalized GSM error for all
experiments. Best performing experiments are marked bold. Relative TPV error was calculated by
((g − m)/g), where g is the ground truth value and m the measured TPV.
DICE
ROC AUC
relative TPV error
normalized GSM error

Experiment 1
0.519 ± 0.037
0.957 ± 0.021
24.26 ± 22.72%
7 ± 7.86

Experiment 2
0.66 ± 0.03
0.973 ± 0.022
14.212 ± 11.102
3.8 ± 4.26

Experiment 3
0.77 ± 0.02
0.994 ± 0.0004
9.033 ± 6.079%
5.8 ± 4.29

The results suggest that segmentation using ground truth ROIs is the most accurate, followed closely
by the automatic detection of the carotid with subsequent segmentation. Direct segmentation does
not seem to work very well. This may be explained by the fact that plaque in US is generally rather
unspecific and a lot of areas in the image may have similar appereance. Since there is no enforcement
of continuity in subsequent images, the segmentation fails completely on these frames. On the other
hand, by detecting the carotid artery prior to the plaque segmentation and imposing a cost function
on its relative position in subsequent images, the potential area of the plaque is much reduced. In
areas with shadowing, the prior introduced by the probabilistic U-net might also help localize the
plaque. On some images, detection of the carotid artery fails in experiment 2. In these cases, a
manual correction by the reviewing expert would help in the segmentation stage and improve the
results calculated in stage 3. On the other hand, normalized GSM error is smallest in experiment 2.
However, the difference of 2 intensity values compared to the ground truth is not very significant,
considering that the ground truth annotations are not accurate in every slice.

6

C ONCLUSION

We presented and evaluated an approach to carotid plaque risk assessment using a low-cost freehand 3-D US system. We explained how this approach would be more reproducible and suitable for
automatic processing than 2-D US exams. Such a system also enables remote diagnosis, making
cardiovascular screening affordable in rural areas and developing countries. We showed a probabilistic segmentation and prediction framework that can provide a confidence measure in addition to
a risk score calculated along the length of the carotid.
The presented system also gives insight into its decision-making and enables collaboration between
the automated framework and medical experts by allowing them to improve the output of any stage
of the model. This in turn could contribute to more data collection and improved diagnostic accuracy.
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A

V ISUALIZATIONS

Figure 2 shows segmentations obtained by training the three presented methods (direct segmentation,
trained detection with segmentation, segmentation using ground truth detection), respectively. In
Figure 3, probability maps obtained by generating samples from the probabilistic U-net are shown.
Additionally, Figure 4 shows measured TPVs and Figure 5 shows the measured normalized GSM
for individual datasets.

Figure 2: Segmentations obtained in experiments 1-3. Ground truth is highlighted in red, prediction
in green. The area where prediction and ground truth match is yellow. Rows from top to bottom:
experiment 1, experiment 2, experiment 3. Columns from left to right: segmentations ordered from
worst to best.

Figure 3: Croppings of the carotid (left) along with 5 samples from plaque segmentation (middle)
and the resulting probability map (right). The gray values on the probability map correspond to the
probability that the segmentation is correct at that pixel. One can see that the probability is lowest
on the borders or in dark areas with little image information.

B

T RAINING D ETAILS

We used PyTorch to implement the framework. Stage 1 and 2 were trained separately from each
other. The Adam optimizer was used to train both the detection and the segmentation network.
A slightly modified Faster R-CNN implementation provided by Torchvision was used for the detection stage with a ResNet-18 backbone. No pretraining was used. Since the original Faster R-CNN is
7
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Figure 4: Measured TPVs in test datasets for experiments 1-3 in mm3 as well as the ground truth.

Figure 5: Measured normalized GSM in test datasets for experiments 1-3 as well as the ground truth.

meant for natural images, it uses 3 input channels and image normalization. We instead used 5 input
channels for the 5 consecutive slides and no normalization. Data augmentation methods used were:
horizontal and vertical flips, random cropping and random rotations by 90 degrees. Hyperparameters
for the network are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Hyperparameters for Faster R-CNN (only experiment 2).
Parameter
Proposal anchor sizes
Proposal aspect ratios
Proposal score threshold
Initial learning rate
Number of epochs
Learning rate decay

Value
64, 128, 256
0.75, 1, 1.5
0.2
1e-3
14
γ = 0.3 every 10 epochs

For the segmentation stage, the probabilistic U-Net was implemented and used for all experiments.
Similarly to the detection stage, we used 5 input channels for the concatenated slices. A standard
symmetric U-Net with 4 down- and upsampling stages was used. The number of filters in every
downsampling stage was 64, 128, 256 and 512, respectively. The latent dimension was set to 6 and
β was set to 10, as recommended by (Kohl et al., 2018). Data augmentations used for segmentation
include horizontal and vertical flips, random cropping and random rotations by 90 degrees.
Cross-entropy was used instead of binary cross-entropy as the loss function for segmentation, since
it yielded better results for the highly imbalanced dataset. For experiment 1, the plaque class was
8
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weighted 10:1 against the background in the loss function to improve the imbalance. A 3:1 weighting
was used for experiments 2 and 3. Table 3 documents the hyperparameters used for the experiments.
Table 3: Hyperparameters for Probabilistic U-Net.
Parameter
Initial learning rate
Number of epochs
Learning rate decay

Experiment 1
1e-2
20
γ = 0.3 every 10 epochs

9

Experiments 2-3
3e-5
25
γ = 0.3 every 10 epochs

